Impaired alveolization in mice deficient in membrane-type matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MT1-MMP).
To clarify the involvement of membrane-type matrix metalloproteinase 1 (MT1-MMP) in lung organogenesis, we studied the lung morphology of 13-day-old MT1-MMP null mice. The lung architecture in MT1-MMP null mice was abnormal, and the airspace compartments were characterized by smooth walls and larger size. Most of the compartment wall consisted of one or two layers of cells and interstitial connective tissue that was thicker than that of normal alveoli. The wall frequently had capillaries on both sides of the interstitial connective tissue. These findings indicate that the lung in MT1-MMP null mice at 13 days of age is comparable to that of neonatal mice, i.e., it represents the stage before alveolization, suggesting that the generation of a large respiratory surface - the final process of lung development - is impaired in MT1-MMP null mice. Moreover, a zymography assay revealed decreased activity of matrix metalloproteinase 2 (MMP-2) in MT1-MMP null mice, suggesting that activation of pro-MMP-2 by MT1-MMP is critical in this process.